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Gather all the HR data in one place to push it to any of your ERP or SaaS

Extract, transform and integrate HR data 

Implement a secure Cloud environment to increase your agility & security
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Drive efficiency and agility to your HR Department, 
by automating your Human Resources Processes
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MANUAL

Data is managed manually, 
forms are hand-filled by the 
employees and centralised 
by the HR department. 

Every process is paper and 
manually based.

Data is mainly managed 
through basic files (Excel). 
Employees manually fill 
sheets and the HR 
department aggregate them. 

Data is digitalised, but still 
processed manually.

Data is captured, calculated 
and transformed 
automatically. It is then 
integrated into any ERP or 
Saas. 

Data is extracted and 
integrated automatically. 

HR CLOUD SUITE OBJECTIVES

Data centralisation 
Gather and monitor all the HR related data 
in a central and secure Cloud environment.

Automated processes 
Automatise data extraction and 
transformation, to integrate it into any ERP 
or SaaS.

Secure and traceable workflow 
Implement auditable workflows and easily 
identify and track errors or discrepancies. 

BEFORE 1995

HR PROBLEMATICS

Data security 
HR managers hardly have a full overview of 
employees situation, rights and productivity.

Data scattering 
Data concerning employees is dispatched 
within many different ERP’s or SaaS.

Time consuming processes 
HR related process involve different 
departments and imply time and intra-
company effective communication.

T he Calan HR Cloud Suite is a 
centralised HR management 

system integrated in a secure and always 
reliable Cloud environment. 

The HR Cloud Suite gives you the 
ability to automatise and manage any 
type of HR data related process, 
enhancing an important agility and strong 
security of every workflow.  

Data is automatically extracted from 
any source, transformed through tailor-
made algorithms and integrated into any 
ERP or SaaS via REST API. 

The Suite includes a Calan one-stop 
interface, to integrate or input any type of 
file or information, and custom Data 
Analysis Dashboards, summarising the 
data to allow decision-makers to analyse 
and monitor any type of process. 

By automating HR processes, we 
execute tasks faster and more 
accurately, without the need of additional 
workforce. We reorientate employee’s work 
on value-added operations, eliminating 
fastidious and recurring tasks, ensuring a 
greater motivation; it leads to a more 
efficient, reliable and secure HR 
Department.

By automating Human Ressources Processes we replace human tedious and repetitive tasks; from any source of data, to any output, 
we automate small to complex workflows that lead to a greater agility, security and efficiency of the HR department.

DIGITAL SINCE 2000’s AUTOMATED SINCE 2020’s

HR PROCESSES
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PROCESS SPECIFICATIONS

Data Transformation 
Algorithm: we build tailor-made algorithms that 
aggregate, calculate and transform data, following 
custom rules and parameters. 
Reference Data: we use Reference Data (sets of public, 
private and Calan databases and libraries) to enrich and 
perform better transformations.

Data Integration 
We can integrate data to any type of ERP, SaaS, micro-
application (via REST API). We ensure format 
compatibility as well as a constant audit trail of the data 
transformed to easily identify discrepancies, errors or 
custom alerts.

Cloud Computing environment 
We build our infrastructures in a Cloud environment to 
ensure full availability, security and perform complex 
transformations and calculations.  
Cloud computing capacities are key assets in data 
automation processes. Once a Cloud environment set-
up, any type of process can be automated.

Automated Financial Services 
HR Cloud Solutions

Time & Attendance
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HR

ACCOUNTING

PAYROLL

LEGAL

Contracts & Annexes

Medical Plans, Sick leaves

On-boarding process

IT User rights

Legal documents

Employees personal files

Automated tracking

Contracts generator

DATA CALCULATION

& TRANSFORMATION

Central repository 

Automated workflow

Monitoring & Auto Accesses

Central repository

Legal documents generator

Calan HR  
Cloud Suite

Data Analytics 
Dashboards

Custom HR process
Custom rules & algorithms
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✓ Accurately track time and 
attendance from many sources 
the data automatically to your 
Payroll or HR ERP 

✓ Increase productivity and 
monitor T&A in real-time.

TIME & ATTENDANCE CONTRACTS & ANNEXES MEDICAL PLAN, SICK LEAVES ON-BOARDING PROCESSES

IT USER RIGHTS LEGAL DOCUMENTS EMPLOYEE PERSONAL FILES CUSTOM HR PROCESSES

CALAN HR CLOUD SUITE DATA ANALYSIS DASHBOARDS

✓ Build a form that matches all your 
legal and corporate requirements 
for employee’s work contracts. 

✓ Generate contracts and 
annexes automatically from 1 
form entry.

✓ Set-up a process that produces 
all the data needed when a new 
employee joins the company. 

✓ Populate all the HR and Payroll 
data through an automated 
on-boarding workflow.

✓ Centralise all the medical plans 
individual contracts and sick 
leaves in one place. 

✓ Generate automatically 
accounting and payroll entries 
from medical plans and leaves.

✓ Automatically manage, attribute 
and reduce IT user rights for each 
employee. 

✓ Reduce risk and monitor IT 
accesses for new, actual and 
leaving employees.

✓ Generate legal documents from 
data already present in your 
ERP’s or SaaS. 

✓ Easily produce compliant legal 
documents for any employee 
in snapshot.

✓ From one central place and a 
document generator, produce 
any type of  employee related file.  

✓ Generate and manage 
employees personal files and 
data.

✓ Extract, transform and integrate 
any type of HR related data or 
process. 

✓ Automatise any type of HR 
workflow to increase agility, 
efficiency and productivity.

An automated HR data 
management environment. 
From a one-stop central interface, 
input or integrate any type of data, 
ERP or SaaS (via REST API), to push it 
to your cloud environment and start 
transforming and calculating your HR 
data.

Monitor in real-time your data, 
set-up notifications and easily  
identify discrepancies. 
Request any type of dashboard 
populating your data and giving 
decision makers the ability to 
overview the processes and easily 
take insightful arbitrages.



Calan, driving innovation to your HR and Financial Departments 
through Automated Financial Services
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Following the digitalisation of the Financial and HR departments, the emerging possibility of process automation and robotisation 
enhances new organisational structures that lead to a more efficient, secure and modern corporate data management.
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Automated Reporting Processes 
From statutory reports to group 
consolidation eliminate manual or Excel 
calculations, long processing times and 
human mistakes.

Automated Bank Clearing 
Automate your bank clearing process to 
reduce processing time and humans 
mistakes, and match automatically up to 
95% of transactions.

PDF Interpreter 
Automate the data extraction and 
calculation from complex and recurring PDF 
documents, such as invoices, contracts or 
legal documents.

 Learn more → 

OUR TECHNOLOGIES

ETL (Extract, Transform and Load) 
ETL are three database functions that are combined into one tool to pull data 
out of one database and place it into another database. 

Robotic Process Automation 
With RPA, software users create software robots, or “bots”, that can learn, 
mimic, and then execute rules-based business processes. 

Cloud Computing 
Cloud computing is the delivery of computing services—including servers, 
storage, databases,, software, analytics, and intelligence scale. 

Machine learning and AI 
The use and development of computer systems that are able to learn and 
adapt by using algorithms and statistical models.

ABOUT CALAN

 Learn more →  Learn more → 

AC C O U N T I N G  &  TA X AC C O U N T I N G  &  TA X AC C O U N T I N G  &  TA X

Created in 1993, we build financial and data 
infrastructures for listed companies and their 
subsidiaries. 
We focus on delivering high-end technologies and 
processes for companies managing large amounts of 
data and workforce. 
We are specialised in financial and HR data 
transformation, implementing paperless and 
automated processes for corporations looking to 
increase their agility, productivity and security and 
reduce their risk.



Arnaud TUAL 
CEO 
arnaud.tual@calan.com

Bertrand JANNET 
Partner 
betrand.jannet@calan.com

Calan Sp. z o.o. 
Atlas Tower  
al. Jerozolimskie 123A 
02-017 Warsaw, Poland

Mail: contact@calan.com 
Web: www.calan.com  

Our Linkedin page 

Created in 1993, we build financial and data infrastructures for listed companies and their 
subsidiaries. We focus on delivering high-end technologies and processes for companies managing 
large amounts of data and workforce.

Tel: +48 511 202 891 
Mail: pawel.jurczak@calan.com  

Paweł JURCZAK 
Business Development Director
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HR Cloud Solutions 
Request a demo
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